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The North Sea supply vessel market was dominated this month by the 
news that Statoil had awarded term fixtures to no fewer than 15 PSVs in 
one fell swoop. Four of the vessels were awarded six-month plus two 
three-month option contracts, while 11 vessels received four-month plus 
four one-month option contracts. All of the charters have scheduled 
commencement dates staggered between April and September 2013. 
The recipients of the longer-term charters were Havila Crusader, North 
Purpose, Rem Supporter and Viking Fighter. The shorter contracts were 
awarded to Blue Thunder, Bourbon Front, Far Solitaire, Havila Clipper, 
Ocean Pride, Sayan Princess, Sjoborg, Skandi Sotra, Troms Artemis, 
Troms Sirius and Volstad Princess. 
While the confirmation of these fixtures will undoubtedly tighten PSV 
supply as we enter spring, the steady stream of newbuilds entering the 
market may act as a deterrent for continual rate increases. In March 
alone, four newbuild PSVs entered the North Sea spot market (Ben   
Nevis, Blue Power, Dina Star and F.D. Unbeatable), while one more 
PSV (Sea Tantalus) was delivered ahead of commencing a term charter 
with EnQuest offshore the UK. 

The Scottish government has released the first in a series of Oil and Gas 
Analytical Bulletins, with the bullish report suggesting that hydrocarbon 
production in Scottish waters could generate as much as GBP 57 billion 
in tax revenue over the course of the six years between 2012-13 and 
2017-18. 
The oil and gas sector is estimated to contribute around GBP 25 billion 
to Scotland’s GDP, accounting for approximately 17% of the nation’s 
total GDP for 2011. Additional analysis by Professor Alex Kemp of the 
University of Aberdeen has estimated that, in 2011, Scotland’s share of 
the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) accounted for 96% of UK offshore oil 
production and 52% of UK offshore gas production, equating to 78% of 
the UK’s total hydrocarbon production for that year. 
Furthermore, trade association Oil & Gas UK has estimated that there 
are between 15-24 billion barrels of recoverable oil and gas resources 
left in the UKCS, while Wood McKenzie has estimated that 85% of those 
reserves are located in Scottish waters, suggesting there is a great deal 
of life left in the Scottish hydrocarbon industry for many years to come. 

Seabrokers Group was established in 1982. We work in the areas of 
shipbroking, development and facility management of property, 
radar based sea tracking, man-free decks and Entrepreneur Services. 
Our head office is situated in Stavanger, but we  also have offices  in 
Bergen, Aberdeen, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore.  
Please visit www.seabrokers-group.com for more information. 

Statoil dishes out term charters 

Bullish outlook for O&G in Scotland 

Ceona hires GC Rieber CSV 

Ceona Services (UK) has awarded GC Rieber Shipping AS a contract 
for a five-year firm charter of its high capacity newbuild subsea vessel. 
The charter will commence immediately following the vessel’s delivery 
from Ulstein Verft in the first quarter of 2014, and will come with options 
for Ceona to extend the term by five additional years. 
The DP 3 vessel is a construction support vessel (CSV) designed for 
operations in harsh and deep waters, with a length of 130m and a 25m 
beam. She is designed to operate in the SURF market, with capacity for 
pipe loads below deck and on the main deck, with a vertical pipe laying 
system above the moon pool. The ship can accommodate 130 crew on 
board, and Ceona will equip her with a 270t vertical lay system (VLS). 



 

 Departures - North Sea Spot 

Bourbon Clear Ireland - ExxonMobil term 

Bourbon Topaz Ireland - ExxonMobil term 

Maersk Finder West Africa - TBC 

Mariner Sea West Africa - TBC 

  

  Arrivals - North Sea Spot 

Ben Nevis Newbuild 

Blue Power Newbuild 

Dina Star Newbuild 

Far Senator Newbuild 

F.D. Unbeatable Newbuild 
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DESIGN FEATURE: PAGE 3 STUNNA 

The Havyard Group delivered newbuild DP2 
PSV Ben Nevis to Global Offshore Services on 
March 15, 2013. A naming ceremony followed in 
Aberdeen, Scotland, on March 18, 2013. 
 
Ben Nevis, built to the Havyard 832 design, is 
named after the highest mountain in the UK. 
This follows a tradition whereby Global Offshore 
names its ships after high mountains. Ben Nevis 
was named after a Scottish mountain because 
she will start her working life in the North Sea 
and will operate out of Aberdeen. 
 
This is the sixth newbuild vessel that Havyard 
has delivered to the Indian shipping company 
since 2006. Global Offshore has one sister ship 
to the Ben Nevis under construction at Havyard, 
with delivery scheduled for August 2013. 
 
Ben Nevis (pictured above left c/o D Dodds)  
has a deck area of 800m², deadweight of 4,000 
tons and an accommodation capacity for 26 
persons. She will initially be trading the North 
Sea spot market under the management of 
Achater Offshore, although Global Offshore has 
indicated that they are aiming to secure a longer 
contract if the opportunity arises. 
 
Spec details: 
Design:  Havyard 832 PSV 
Build yard:  Havyard Leirvik, Norway 
Length:  79.80m 
Moulded breadth: 17.60m 
Deck area:  800m² 
Deck cargo:  2,100 tons 
Deadweight:  4,000 tons 
Accommodation: 26 persons 
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Page 3 Stunna... 

BEN NEVIS 

* Vessels arriving/departing the North Sea term market to enter/
leave the North Sea spot market are not included here. 
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MARKET ROUNDUP 

Lundin Norway AS has opted to charter two Island Offshore PSVs to 
support its forthcoming drilling campaign with newbuild semi Island 
Innovator in the North and Barents Seas. 
Island Contender (pictured c/o O Halland) and Island Crusader have 
both been contracted for a firm period of 12 wells that carry an esti-
mated duration of 30 months. Operations are scheduled to com-
mence in May 2013, and the contracts come with several additional 
option wells for Lundin. 
Following the closure of the fixtures, Island Offshore’s chartering 
manager Hallgeir L. Reitan expressed positivity about the North Sea 
PSV market, noting that supply was “getting tighter, which is good 
for Island Offshore who will take delivery of four vessels this year.” 

Lundin sticks with Island for Innovator campaign 

Farstad Shipping AS has enjoyed another busy month, picking up a 
range of term fixtures. As well as the four-month firm charter for PSV 
Far Solitaire, Statoil also exercised one-year options on its contracts 
with PSVs Far Seeker (pictured) and Far Searcher. 
Also in the North Sea, Peterson SBS Den Helder B.V. awarded PSV 
Far Splendour a one-year plus two one-year options contract, while 
GDF Suez E&P UK Ltd. awarded three-month fixtures to PSVs Far 
Server and Far Superior. The Far Server charter also comes with a 
four-week option. 
In Brazil, Petrobras exercised two months of options on its contract 
with PSV Far Supporter, while Karoon Petroleo & Gas Ltda. has 
extended its charter of PSV Far Swift by 60 more days. Finally, in 
Australia, Oil Search awarded three-month contracts to AHTS ves-
sels Far Fosna and Lady Sandra, both with three months of options. 

POSH and Terasea form joint venture 
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Singapore’s PACC Offshore Services Holdings (POSH) has established a Joint 
Venture company, to be named POSH Terasea Pte Ltd, with Terasea Pte Ltd. 
POSH will assign a fleet of five specialised AHTS vessels (rated at 12,000 to 
13,000 BHP) to the Joint Venture, while Terasea will contribute four newbuild 
16,000 BHP AHTS vessels. The newbuild vesels are scheduled to be delivered 
successively over the next 11 months. 
POSH Terasea Pte Ltd is to be headed up by Eric Ng, the director of POSH’s 
EPIC division. 

Solstad scoops PSV contracts 

Solstad Offshore ASA has picked up term contracts for three of its 
PSVs. The cumulative contract value for Solstad from the three con-
tracts is approximately NOK 170 million. 
Firstly, Normand Arctic (pictured) has been chartered by BG Norge 
for a firm period of two years, with a one-year option available. This 
contract will commence in late May 2013. 
Meanwhile, Normand Skipper and Normand Corona have both com-
menced their new charters already, the former with Halliburton and 
the latter with Shell Norway. Normand Skipper was contracted by 
Halliburton for five months of well stimulation work, while Normand 
Corona was contracted by Shell for a firm period of four months, with 
an option to extend the charter by a further two months. 

Busy month for Farstad 
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DAILY AVAILABILITY - RATES & UTILISATION NORTH SEA 

Category Average Rate 
Mar 2013 

Average Rate    
Mar 2012 

 
% Change 

All Cargo Runs * £11,769 £17,969 -34.50% 

Cargo Runs 
PSV’s up to 800M2 

£10,211 £17,121 -40.36% 

Cargo Runs 
PSV’s over 800M2 

£12,096 £18,983 -36.28% 

CNS/NNS/WoS 
Rig Moves 

£24,532 £34,838 -29.58% 

Category Minimum 
 

Maximum 
 

All Cargo Runs * £5,900 £35,200 

Cargo Runs 
PSV’s up to 800M2 

£5,900 £18,500 

Cargo Runs 
PSV’s over 800M2 

£6,250 £22,200 

Rig Moves 
Excluding Southern Sector 

£8,075 £51,100 

Type 
Feb 2013 Jan 2013 Dec 2012 Nov 2012 Oct 2012 Mar 2013 

Med PSV 80% 74% 68% 67% 82% 79% 

Large PSV 89% 85% 81% 73% 79% 86% 

Med AHTS 65% 67% 51% 59% 55% 67% 

Large AHTS 75% 74% 70% 62% 61% 65% 

RATES & UTILISATION 

North Sea Spot Average Utilisation March 2013 

North Sea Day Rate Levels - Spot Market March 2013 North Sea Average Rates March 2013 

MARCH 2013 - Daily North Sea Availability 
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* All Cargo Runs includes fixtures for any AHTS vessels 
performing cargo run duties. 
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 Type/Design Owner / Manager Commitment 

Ben Nevis Havyard 832 PSV Global Offshore North Sea Spot 

Blue Power PX 121 PSV 
Blue Ship Invest / 
Atlantic Offshore 

North Sea Spot 

Dina Star MT 6015 PSV Myklebusthaug North Sea Spot 

Ena Samurai AHTS Eastern Navigation TBC 

Far Senator UT 731 CD AHTS Farstad North Sea Spot 

F.D. Unbeatable UT755XL PSV 
Fratelli D’Amato / 
Gulf Offshore 

North Sea Spot 

King Jesus E 65T AHTS Martens Marine West Africa TBC 

Kudu MMC887CD PSV Edison Chouest Brazil term 

Sea Tantalus PSV 05L CD Deep Sea Supply EnQuest UK term 

Xing Yun Yang DP2 MPSV 
Nanjing Sumec 
Shipping Co. 

TBC 

Ulstein Verft in Norway delivered newbuild PSV Blue Power (pictured c/o D 
Dodds) to Blue Ship Invest on March 6, 2013. The vessel was built utilising 
Ulstein’s X-BOW hull design, and comes with DP II, a cargo deck area of 
850m², accommodation capacity for 24 persons, and a load capacity of 
4,200 tonnes (dwt). 
Blue Power is now trading the North Sea spot market under the manage-
ment of Atlantic Offshore. She is the third of six PX121 vessels to be deliv-
ered to Blue Ship Invest by Ulstein. Sister vessels Blue Fighter and Blue 
Prosper are both committed on long-term charters with Apache offshore 
the UK. Meanwhile, the launching of another of the vessels in the series, 
Blue Protector, recently took place at the Zaliv Shipyard in Ukraine. 

Fratelli D’Amato UK Limited has accepted delivery of its newbuild PSV F.D. 
Unbeatable from the Rosetti Marino yard in Ravenna, Italy. The UT755XL ves-
sel has now entered the North Sea spot market under the management of 
Gulf Offshore N.S. Ltd. 
The DP II vessel has an overall length of 75m, deck area in excess of 700m², 
a total engine power of 7,483bhp, and deadweight of more than 3,000 tonnes. 
Fratelli D’Amato has a second newbuild PSV of the same UT755XL design 
that is scheduled for delivery from the Rosetti Marino yard around June 2013. 

NEWBUILDINGS, CONVERSIONS, SALE & PURCHASE 

Cochin Shipyard Ltd in India has delivered newbuild PSV Sea Tanta-
lus to Deep Sea Supply. The PSV 05L CD design unit will now mobi-
lise to the North Sea where she has been contracted by EnQuest for a 
one-year plus two one-year options contract offshore the UK. 
Sea Tantalus is the first of four sister vessels to be built by Cochin for 
Deep Sea Supply, with Sea Titus, Sea Tortuga and Sea Triumph to 
follow. The high end Diesel Electric PSVs all come equipped with four 
1,200kW diesel generator sets, and have dimensions of 82.2 x 17.0 x 
7.6m, and an accommodation capacity for 28 persons. 

Sea Tantalus delivered by Cochin 

Ulstein delivers Blue Power 
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Farstad Shipping ASA, via its wholly owned subsidiary 
Farstad Supply AS, has reached an agreement with 
Ocean Yield for the sale and leaseback of two newbuild 
AHTS vessels. Ocean Yield has confirmed that the total 
consideration for its purchase of the vessels is NOK 1.2 
billion. 
The UT 731 CD-design vessels have both been built at  
the Vard Langsten yard in Tomrefjord, Norway (formerly 
STX OSV Langsten). The first unit, Far Senator, was de-
livered earlier this month (see p.7 for more details), while 
the second is scheduled for delivery in May 2013. 
The agreement involves an immediate sale of the vessels 
from Farstad Supply AS to Ocean Yield upon delivery 
from the Vard Langsten yard. The units will then be leased 
back to Farstad on a 12-year bareboat charter. This 
agreement includes options for Farstad to buy back the 
vessels, the first of which is exercisable after five years. 
Ocean Yield is a wholly owned subsidiary of Aker ASA.  

NEWBUILDS DELIVERED THIS MONTH 
(PREDOMINANTLY EUROPEAN) 

F.D. Unbeatable enters North Sea spot market 

Farstad sells AHTS vessels 

http://www.deepseasupply.no/
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NEWBUILDINGS, CONVERSIONS, SALE & PURCHASE 

King Jesus joins Martens Marine fleet 
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World Peridot launched in Romania 

Damen Shipyards Galati in Romania has launched World Peridot, the second 
PSV it is building for World Wide Supply (WWS). Built to Damen’s PSV 3300 CD 
design, World Peridot is scheduled for delivery in the third quarter of 2013. This is 
the second in a series of six sister vessels that Damen is building for the Norwe-
gian owner. The first vessel, World Diamond, was launched in January and is 
scheduled for delivery in the second quarter of 2013. 
World Peridot has an overall length of 80m, deadweight of 3,310 tonnes, and a 
deck area of 720m². The vessel was built in cooperation with Damen Shipyards 
Gorinchem in the Netherlands, which provided the design and main equipment. 

VARD Langsten (formerly STX OSV Langsten) delivered newbuild AHTS 
vessel Far Senator to Farstad Supply AS on March 21. The UT 731 CD unit 
(pictured c/o K Blomvik) will now enter the North Sea spot market. 
Far Senator has an overall length of 87.4m and moulded breadth of 21.0m. 
She has a deadweight of 3,954mt, gross tonnage of 6,107mt, and a bollard 
pull of 258mt. 
Farstad Shipping’s fleet currently consists of 58 vessels (29 AHTS, 26 PSV 
and 3 Subsea) with three PSV, three AHTS and one Subsea vessel under 
construction. 

Ena Samurai delivered in Japan 

Eastern Navigation has accepted delivery of newbuild AHTS vessel Ena Samurai 
from the Japan Marine United Corporation. Ena Samurai has a length of 75.27m 
and beam of 18.0m. She has a bollard pull of 200 tons, and has a deck cargo area 
of 500m². 
Ena Samurai is powered by two 6,000kW Wartsila engines, enabling a maximum 
speed of 16 knots. She comes equipped with an accommodation capacity for 30 
persons, incorporating 14 single cabins, six double cabins and one four-berth cabin. 

Martens Marine in Singapore has taken delivery of its newest AHTS vessel 
King Jesus from Guandong Yuexin Ocean Engineering in China. The E 65T 
vessel is being targeted for work in the shallow waters of Asia, West Africa 
and the Middle East. Her maiden commitment will be in West Africa. 
King Jesus is powered by twin CAT 3516C engines rated at 5,150bhp, and 
comes equipped with twin Kawasaki bow thrusters and a set of Becker high-
lift performance rudders. Her Kongsberg Dynamic Positioning system allows 
her to maintain station in a Sea State 4 environment with winds up to Beau-
fort Force 7 and currents at 2 knots. 

VARD Langsten delivers Far Senator 

Kleven Verft has delivered newbuild multi-function PSV Dina Star to 
Myklebusthaug in Norway. The MT 6015 vessel has now entered the 
North Sea spot market. 
Dina Star has an overall length of 93.80m, moulded breadth of 20.00m, 
and maximum draft of 6.54m. She has a deadweight of 4,742t, a deck 
area of 1,060m², and a deck load of 3,200t. She has an accommodation 
capacity for 60 persons and is powered by four main Caterpillar engines, 
each rated at 2,350kW. 

Dina Star delivered to Myklebusthaug 
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NEWBUILDINGS, CONVERSIONS, SALE & PURCHASE 
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In other recent developments, SeaMar Subsea has entered into a contract with Shipyard de Hoop in the Netherlands 
for the construction of a Multipurpose Offshore Support Vessel, with delivery scheduled for the second quarter of 
2014. The DP2 vessel will incorporate a long jib length crane, triple moon pools, large under deck workshops and a 
four-point mooring system, with an accommodation capacity for 52 personnel. 
In the United States, BAE Systems’ shipyard in Jacksonville, Florida, is to build two additional PSVs for Jackson Off-
shore Operators under a contract option that the two parties had signed in December 2012. Both vessels will be 
qualified under the U.S. Jones Act and will have a length of 252ft and breadth of 60ft. 
In Asia, SILK Holdings Bhd, via its 70% owned subsidiary Jasa Merin, has placed an order at Muhibbah Marine Engi-
neering in Malaysia for the construction of three AHTS vessels for a total consideration of RM 216 million (USD 
69.76 million). Deliveries are scheduled for late 2013 or early 2014. 
Meanwhile, Otto Marine Limited has secured an order to build two AHTS vessels for a renowned Indonesian opera-
tor for USD 27.8 million. Deliveries of these vessels are scheduled for the second half of 2014. 

First PSV order for Iceland 

Newbuild roundup 

Iceland’s Fafnir Offshore has contracted Havyard Group to construct a newbuild 
PSV based on its Havyard 832 design. Upon her delivery in July 2014, she will 
be the first Icelandic owned PSV and, at a price of NOK 330 million (USD 56.47 
million), she will also carry the distinction of being Iceland’s most expensive ship. 
The DP 2 vessel will be able to accommodate 30 persons and will have Ice Class 
B notation. She will be 88.5m long and 17.6m wide, with a deck area of 850m². 
Her specific design will provide better motion and less resistance in heavy seas. 

Vroon Offshore has placed an order for two newbuild PSVs to be built at 
the Fujian Southeast Shipyard in China. The contract also comes with an 
option for two additional vessels to be built. 
The PSVs will be built to the KCM design with deliveries scheduled for 
2015. They will be 78m in length, with a moulded breadth of 18.4m. The 
vessels will have a deadweight of 3,600 tonnes at a maximum draught of 
6.0m. Each will have a cargo deck area of 750m², and a deck load of 
1,500 tonnes. 

Vroon orders PSV pair at Fujian 

Bergen Group Fosen to outfit NFDS AHTS 
Bergen Group Fosen has signed a contract to outfit and commission one 
AHTS  vessel for Nordenfjeldske Dampskibsselskab (NFDS), of which BOA 
Offshore is a majority stakeholder. The contract comes with an option for the 
outfitting and commissioning of one more equivalent vessel. 
The contract is valued at more than NOK 600 million, with NFDS to receive 
the fully commissioned and operational AHTS by the end of the first quarter of 
2014. The hull of the VS 491 CD vessel has been constructed at Nantong 
Mingde Heavy Industries in China, and is expected to arrive at Fosen late in 
the second quarter of 2013.  

Sentinel Marine orders four ERRVs at Nam Cheong 

Sentinel Marine has placed orders with Nam Cheong for the construction of four Multi-Role Field Support Emergency 
Response and Rescue Vessels (ERRVs). The vessels will feature dynamic positioning, redundancy of propulsion 
and thruster systems, cargo carrying capabilities and advanced rescue and recovery equipment. All four ERRVs will 
be designed to work in the North Sea, with particular attention placed on their seakeeping, crew comfort and fuel effi-
ciency. Deliveries are scheduled for the third and fourth quarters of 2014, with options available to Sentinel for the 
construction of four further ERRVs. 
Meanwhile, Nam Cheong has also sold two AHTS vessels to Icon Offshore Berhad, one of Malaysia’s largest suppli-
ers of OSVs with a portfolio of 32 vessels in Southeast Asia and the Middle East. 



  Rig Utilisation 

Location Mar 2013 Mar 2012 Mar 2008 

Europe / Med 92.4% 90.8% 99.0% 

US Gulf 70.0% 63.7% 80.9% 

  Rig Type Average Rates US$ 

Semi Sub < 1,500 ft WD 264,000 

Semi Sub > 1,500 ft WD 303,000 

Semi Sub 4,000 ft + WD 423,000 

Drillship 4,000 ft + WD 468,000 

Jackup IC 300 ft WD  92,000 

Jackup IC 300 ft + WD 157,000 

Jackup MC 200 ft + WD 85,000 

  Inactive Rigs Northwest Europe  

Name Type Status Location 

Sedco 712 SS Reactivation from cold-stack Cromarty Firth 

J.W. McLean SS Cold Stacked Cromarty Firth 

GSP Britannia JU Cold Stacked Vlissingen 

Prime Exerter JU Cold stacked Rotterdam 

RIG, FPSO, FIELD AND OIL COMPANY NEWS 

Newbuild jackup ENSCO 121, which is under construction at Keppel FELS Shipyard in Singapore, 
will mobilise to Northwest Europe following its delivery in the fourth quarter of 2013. 
The KFELS Super A design rig has been contracted by Wintershall for a two-year plus one-year 
option charter that will incorporate work in the Danish and Dutch sectors of the North Sea. The 
day rate for this contract will be USD 230,000, with operations expected to commence in the first 
quarter of 2014. 
ENSCO 121 will be capable of working in maximum water depths of 400ft, and of drilling wells to 
a total depth of 40,000ft. She is the fifth newbuild jackup currently under construction to have 
been awarded a contract in the UK, Dutch or Danish sectors of the North Sea. 

BassDrill has been awarded a contract by Total to provide 
a newbuild semi tender assist drilling rig to be used on the 
operator’s Moho Nord development campaign offshore the 
Republic of Congo. 
Construction of the rig, which is to be named BassDrill 
Delta, will commence in second quarter 2013 with delivery 
scheduled for second quarter 2015. Operations in West 
Africa will commence in third quarter 2015, with the rig’s 
modular drilling package to be installed on the tension leg 
platform that will be deployed at Moho Nord in 2015. 

New BassDrill rig for Total 
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Statoil contracts Stena Carron for Angola 

Stena Drilling has received a contract from Statoil for a three-year 
charter of drillship Stena Carron (pictured) offshore Angola. The 
contract, which comes with two one-year options, has an estimated 
value of USD 700 million for Stena. Statoil intends to use the rig for 
exploration drilling in pre-salt blocks 38 and 39 in the Kwanza Basin 
off Angola. 
Stena Carron is contracted to Chevron until November 2013, and 
will shortly mobilise to Canada following the recent conclusion of a 
sublet to BP west of Shetland in the UK. After drilling one well off-
shore Canada, the rig will return to the North Sea for the remainder 
of its Chevron contract. Thereafter, Stena Carron will be mobilised 

to Angola to commence operations with Statoil. 

Ukraine semi order cancelled 
The conditional contract Keppel FELS entered into with 
Naftogaz of Ukraine to build two semisubmersible drilling 
rigs has been cancelled. In late 2012, terms were agreed 
for the construction of two DSS 38U-design units capable 
of withstanding the freezing temperatures, heavy seas 
and strong winds of the Ukrainian Black Sea. However, 
“certain conditions within the timeline set were not met” so 
the USD 1.23 billion contract has been terminated. 
Ukraine’s Energy Minister Eduard Stavystky reportedly 
suggested that a new tender will be initiated in the near 
future despite Naftogaz being unable to secure financing 
in the timeframe required to fulfil the terms of the Keppel 
contract. The operator has previously suggested that it is 
planning to drill at least 200 development wells in the 
Black Sea in water depths ranging from 120 to 1,000m. 

 Another jackup arrival for the North Sea 
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March saw a raft of orders being placed in Asia for the construction of high-specification jackup drilling rigs. Firstly, 
Seadrill and Prospector Offshore ordered units that will be capable of working in the UK, Dutch and Danish sectors 
of the North Sea. Seadrill exercised fixed price options for the construction of two jackups at the Dalian Shipyard in 
China. The Friede & Goldman JU2000E rigs come at a total cost of USD 230 million per unit, and are scheduled for 
delivery in the third and fourth quarters of 2015. They will be capable of working in water depths of 400ft, and drilling 
wells to a total depth of 30,000ft. Seadrill now has six jackups on order or under construction at Dalian. 
Prospector Offshore, meanwhile, exercised options at the Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipyard in China for two units that 
will be built to the same design as the Seadrill jackups. Prospector has estimated that the total delivery cost will be in 
the region of USD 220 million per rig, with deliveries scheduled for the third quarter of 2015 and first quarter of 2016. 
The contractor now has six JU2000E jackups on order or under construction, with one more option still available at 
the Shanghai Waigaoqiao yard. 
Also in China, the Rongsheng Heavy Industries Group has announced its entry into the jackup construction market 
via the signing of contracts with two Singaporean customers. Both clients have ordered one firm CJ46-design jackup 
with options for one additional unit each. The total contract value for Rongsheng from the firm orders will exceed 
USD 360 million. Each rig will be outfitted to work in water depths of 112m (367ft), and will be capable of drilling 
wells to a total depth of 9,144m (30,000ft) in mild-temperature waters. 
Staying in China, the shipbuilding arm of China Merchants Group, China Merchants Industry Holdings (CMIH), has 
reportedly secured an order from Landmark Drilling to build two jackups, each at a cost of around USD 220 million, 
with further options available for the construction of three further units. The two firm units will be built at Jiangsu 
Haixin Shipping Heavy Industries in Nantong, which was acquired by CMIH in 2012. The jackups will be capable of 
working in water depths of 400ft, and of drilling wells to a total depth of 35,000ft. 
Elsewhere, Oro Negro has returned to Sembcorp Marine subsidiary PPL Shipyard to order two more Pacific Class 
400 jackups for a total cost of USD 417 million. The Singapore yard will now be building four rigs of this design for 
Oro Negro, following an equivalent order that was placed in November 2012. Deliveries for the two latest units are 
scheduled for fourth quarter 2014 and first quarter 2015. The rigs will be capable of working in water depths of 400ft, 
and of drilling wells to a total depth of 30,000ft. They will be primarily targeted for work offshore Mexico. 
Finally, another Mexican player, Grupo R, has placed an order at Keppel FELS in Singapore for four KFELS B Class 
jackups to be built at a total cost of USD 820 million. The rigs are to be delivered between the second and fourth 
quarters of 2015. Customised to Grupo R’s specifications, the units will be outfitted to work in water depths of 400ft 
and of drilling wells to total depths of 30,000ft. Upon the completion of these rigs, Keppel FELS will have built ten 
KFELS B Class jackups for Mexican customers, including two for state oil company PEMEX. 

Oil Price vs Rig Utilisation 

RIG, FPSO, FIELD AND OIL COMPANY NEWS 

Flurry of jackup orders in Asia 
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Seabrokers Office Contacts  
 
Seabrokers Limited - Aberdeen 
Seabrokers House, Prospect Road 
Arnhall Business Park, Westhill 
Aberdeenshire AB32 6FE, Scotland 
Duty Telephone ++44 1224 747744 (24 Hrs) 
Duty Mobile  ++44 7802 304129 
Internet  www.seabrokers-group.com  

E-Mail   chartering@seabrokers.co.uk 

Seabrokers Chartering AS - Stavanger 
Forusbeen 78 - 4033 Stavanger - Norway  
Duty Telephone ++47 51 815400 (24 Hrs) 
Internet  www.seabrokers-group.com  
E-mail   chartering@seabrokers.no 

Seabrokers Brasil Ltda - Rio de Janeiro 
Rua Lauro Muller no 116, Sala 1404, Edificio Rio Sul Center 
Cep: 22.290-160, Botafogo, RJ - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Duty Telephone ++55 21 3505 4224 (24 Hrs) 
Internet  www.seabrokers-group.com  
E-mail   rio@seabrokers-group.com 

Seabrokers Pte Ltd - Singapore 
165 B Telok Ayer Street, Singapore 068618 
Telephone  ++65 6224 6062 or 0951 
Internet  www.seabrokers-group.com 

E-mail   chartering@seabrokers.sg 
 

Securalift AS - Stavanger 
Forusbeen 80 - 4033 Stavanger - Norway 
Telephone  ++47 51 815400 
Internet  www.securalift.com 

Sea Surveillance AS - Bergen 
Laksevaagneset 12 
5160 Laksevaag, Norway 
Telephone  ++47 55 136500 
Internet  www.seabrokers-group.com  

 

Last  month’s teaser:  
 
A mother and father have had four daughters together, 
and each daughter has one brother. How many people 
are in the family? 

The answer is: There are seven people in the family 
(each of the sisters shares the same brother). 

And the winner is :- Gary Culkin 
 

This month, our poser is as follows : 
 
How many words consisting of three letters or more 
can you make from the following: 
 
OCEAN 
 
Answers back to chartering@seabrokers.co.uk for a chance to 
win a bottle of wine. 
 

For the current or archive copies of Seabreeze go to: http://
www.seabrokers.co.uk/ - see under Shipbroking / Market Re-
ports. 
 
 
 
If you wish to Subscribe or Unsubscribe please contact : 
 
chartering@seabrokers.co.uk 
 

Østensjø orders new vessel 

Conundrum Corner 

The Seabreeze archive 

CONUNDRUM CORNER, DUTY PHONES 
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SBM scoops FPSO double 

SBM Offshore has received a Letter of Intent from 
Petrobras, on behalf of the BM-S-11 consortium Tupi 
BV, for the twenty-year charter and operation of two 
FPSOs offshore Brazil. The vessels will be deployed at 
the pre-salt Lula field in Block BM-S-11, where 
Petrobras is the operator in partnership with BG and 
Petrogal. 
The FPSOs are to be owned and operated by a Joint 
Venture company owned by SBM Offshore in partner-
ship with other companies including Queiroz Galvão 
Óleo e Gás. SBM Offshore will convert two double hull 
sister vessels into FPSOs, to be moored in water 
depths of around 2,300m and with a storage capacity of 
1.6 million barrels each. The total contract value for 
which the Joint Venture company will acquire the two 
FPSOs is approximately USD 3.5 billion. 

Edda Accommodation, which is operated by Østensjø 
Rederi, has placed an order at Hyundai Heavy Indus-
tries in South Korea for the construction of one new 
mono hull accommodation vessel. The unit is scheduled 
for delivery in June 2015, and the contract comes with 
an option for one further vessel to be built. 
The newbuild will be 155m in length, and will come with 
a total accommodation capacity for 800 persons in one 
or two berth cabins. She will be equipped with a heave 
compensated telescopic gangway at a length of 55.5m, 
a cargo deck area of 2,000m², a 120t rig support crane 
and two supply cranes. This will make her suitable for 
cargo handling and construction support work. 



NORTH SEA AVERAGE SPOT MONTHLY RATES 
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2012 £16,803 £16,448 £34,838 £37,576 £15,229 £16,108 £22,200 £9,964 £32,541 £16,762 £11,288 £10,449

2013 £20,759 £33,503 £24,532 £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £-

Rig Moves
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 £20,000

 £30,000

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2012 £9,032 £9,786 £18,983 £19,405 £11,783 £16,014 £10,980 £7,337 £13,791 £10,196 £7,402 £6,836

2013 £8,459 £15,289 £12,096 £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £-

PSVs > 800M2
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2012 £7,833 £7,804 £17,121 £17,543 £9,554 £13,017 £9,139 £5,457 £12,907 £9,240 £4,639 £4,915

2013 £6,550 £12,054 £10,211 £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £-

PSVs < 800M2
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2012 £8,425 £8,624 £17,969 £18,541 £10,990 £14,514 £10,527 £6,698 £13,262 £9,980 £6,626 £6,317

2013 £8,799 £14,014 £11,769 £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £- £-

All Cargo Runs
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All Cargo Runs PSV's <800M2 PSVs >800M2 Rig Moves

2012 £11,240 £10,051 £12,294 £23,514

2013 £11,438 £9,659 £11,944 £25,762

Average Day Rates To Month  (March 2013)


